
In order to hunt in total darkness, one must embrace the void or perish trying. HITD wants to
overcome common flaws by collective songwriting, so that the whole can be more than the sum of
its parts. The Band formed as a project of music enthusiast relatives and friends with the intention
to create something worthwhile. After months of work they now feature a solid set of songs, ready
to be performed. A Demo is available as a free, downloadable EP. Their sound is inspired by several
movements of Death Metal, including deep growls, djent elements and downtuned guitars. This
basis is interspersed with calm and melodic parts, samples and profound lyrics. HITD want to reach
their audience and are therefore becoming a public entity. They are Hunting In Total Darkness.

The Band

The band consists of:

• Alexander Errenst – Vocals, Guitars

• Hendrik Errenst – Drums, Samples

• Martin Errenst – Vocals, Bass, Samples

• Frederic Hein – Vocals, Guitars

HITD was founded in September 2011. In the beginning they met in a non-obligatory fashion.
They were able to use the rehearsal room from friends, so that there was enough time to figure out
in what direction things were heading. After some weeks it was clear that they would play Death
Metal, using the skills that each of them obtained in former projects. From the first day it was a
central aspect to compose each song as a group and in an iterative approach. Easily achieved results
pushed their motivation, so that they ended up in their own place with a bunch of nearly finished
songs shortly after. At this time Alex, Freddy and Martin started to write lyrics and do the vocals on
these songs.
In 2014 they recorded their Demo EP, yet again influenced by experience they had gathered from
former musical projects. This was done to let Hunting In Total Darkness launch their public appear-
ance and demonstrate a few of their compositions. HITD are now preparing for their first shows.

Contact

hitdcontact@gmail.com
Hunting In Total Darkness
Zum Bilstein 21
42399 Wuppertal
Germany

hitd.bandcamp.com
facebook.com/hitdmusic
soundcloud.com/hitdmusic
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